OCTOBER 2020 UPDATE
YARNING CIRCLE

12 members of the Mooroobool Yarning Circle recently
participated in it’s first of four “Chair Movement” activity
session with Rose from 'Dancing Rose'. The ladies expressed
their willingness to participate in an activity to help improve
their health and well-being. This initiative has been enabled
through the Our SPAYC Program. The ladies thoroughly
enjoyed the session, and this allowed them a safe space to
come together to talk about the importance of health and
keeping active. Sessions have evolved now to include
cultural singing with guitar!! A fun way to connect the
community and share a yarn or two.
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NAYTIVE HIP HOP
One

of

our

inspiring

providers,

Naomi

Wenitong - NAYTIVE Hip Hop, has recently
been featured in the Reconciliation Yarns.
Naomi has been involved in SPAYC+PLACE
since December 2019 and currently delivers
weekly Hip Hop music and dance sessions at
Shang Park, Mooroobool as part of the SPAYC
project with 30+ young people participating
each

week.

mentoring

She
support

also
for

provides
a

group

weekly
SPAYC+

participants who have a passion for music.
These young people are currently recording
their own music and applying for funding
under Naomi’s guidance and support.
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PHOENIX SPORTS & CULTURE CLUB
Phoenix Sports and Culture Club enjoyed both Netball and
Oztag success in the month of October. Phoenix took out the
grand finals in Netball under 12 and 14, and Oz Tag mixed open
team. This is a fantastic achievement for a first year community
sporting club. This saw the following Parks to Clubs Recruits
winning their respective sports competitions.. OzTag: Petrus
Siwi, Aiden Nona Netball: Ava Pilot - U12, Leah Person - U12,
Taryn Bond - U14, Teyahna Bond - U14, Amia Pilot - U14
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